Cobb Tool:
Welding Fixtures that Stand the Test of Time
Welding fixtures and jigs are the core of the Cobb Tool service offering.
Our expert team produces fixtures tailored to your product design, and meet your production needs
with precise, streamlined and efficient results. High quality, well-designed welding fixtures are an
investment that will reduce your costs, improve your quality and be durable enough to withstand
the rigors of a range of tough welding environments.
Our engineering team designs and builds both manual and multi-step robotic welding fixtures –
a full spectrum from the simplest sub-assembly fit and tack fixtures to multi-step pneumatic and
hydraulic clamping fixtures for the highest quality, highest volume precision parts. Repeatable
precision tooling and consistent component parts are essential for successful robotic
implementation.
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The quality of Cobb Tool’s welding fixture designs and execution work assures that our
manufacturing line can run continuously and that customers remain productive. Cobb Tool
fixtures – tailored for complexity, tolerance, efficiency and durability – are at work every day in
the automotive, trucking, agriculture, construction equipment, all-terrain vehicle (ATV), and lawn
and garden equipment industries.

Cobb Tools’ Welding Fixtures: Overcoming Obstacles
Our success is built on understanding our customers’ goals and considerations for unique design
challenges. Some jobs’ test parts aren’t to spec, others have challenging deadlines, most have
expectations for long work hours and tough conditions. Cobb Tool is committed to finding
solutions even to the toughest challenges.
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Cobb Tool – Fixtures That Solve Customer Challenges
Cobb Tool, a full service design-and-build welding fixture manufacturer, meets the production
needs of customers across the Southeast United States from just outside Atlanta. For each of
your projects, we make recommendations based on cost-effective solutions to deliver the very
best value for your time and money. Our customers deserve a welding fixture resource that
operates like a business – in every part of the relationship. Cobb Tool delivers customer-focused results every step of the way. That means we:
• Consistently deliver quality work – perfect finished parts and exacting welding fixtures that
work in your production process
• Strive to efficiently design and execute your project to save you both time and money
• Treat our customers as we’d like to be treated ourselves
• Are flexible and easy to deal with, fun to work with even
• Respectfully deal with the inevitable challenges and changes that come up in many
projects
• Are committed to see a project through to its end, no matter what
• Stand by our work
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